NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CITY TRANSPORTATION OFFICIALS AND THE OPEN TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP LAUNCH TRANSPORTATION DATA STANDARD AND PLATFORM, BUILDING FOUNDATION FOR PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS IN THE DIGITAL AGE

SharedStreets data standard lets companies and cities seamlessly exchange information, bridging previously incompatible formats for public and private use

SharedStreets is a first-of-its-kind data-sharing and planning standard featuring industry-leading safety, curb-use and transit management tools to digitally connect the public and private sectors

February 22, 2018 – The National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) and the Open Transport Partnership today announced the launch of SharedStreets, a first-of-its-kind transportation data standard and platform for public-private partnerships that allows cities to work with companies to manage streets, reduce traffic deaths, and prepare for the unprecedented technological advancement emerging in cities’ transportation networks.

Currently, street-level data standards used by private companies and public agencies are incompatible, limiting the utility of current and future data-sharing agreements. The SharedStreets data standard provides a new, global, non-proprietary system for describing streets that is designed to be compatible with any source of street data, public or private. As a ‘connector,’ the data standard takes an innovative approach to streets—based around unique, simplified intersection-to-intersection characteristics, rather than relying on a full, complex base map. This method also protects intellectual property—key data points, not the often complex, proprietary methods used to obtain them, are matched and exchanged.

“The map of the city belongs to the people,” said Seleta Reynolds, General Manager of the Los Angeles Department of Transportation and NACTO President. “SharedStreets sets first principles for smart cities and companies to partner rather than compete as we design streets to work for everyone.”

“The coming autonomous revolution must also be revolution for cities,” said Janette Sadik-Khan, NACTO Chair and principal at Bloomberg Associates. “Data will be the most efficient path between two points in the age of autonomous urbanism. SharedStreets will help cities understand their transportation networks and make sure their residents get the most from their streets.”

Funded by Bloomberg Philanthropies and developed by NACTO and the Open Transport Partnership, the full suite of SharedStreets tools also include a new hub for industry-leading planning and analysis. Based on the possibilities opened by the open SharedStreets data standard, the SharedStreets data commons provides a neutral, anonymized clearinghouse for data, ensuring that numerous streams of street-level information collected by transportation providers, auto companies, tech companies, and government agencies are available for analysis, traffic planning, street design and development of new technologies. The platform overcomes legal, regulatory and technological barriers that have long created a digital divide between the public and private sectors.
Designed to expand as cities and companies import new types of data, the platform currently focuses on three crucial functions: traffic safety, real time traffic monitoring, and curb management. Each of these features has been designed to be rapidly deployed in cities around the world as they sign on to the SharedStreets platform.

The platform will convert today’s ad hoc and disparate data transportation data from public and private sector sources into a mutually readable, shared, global standard for the first time, providing a universal language for digitally describing every aspect of city streets, opening a new market to private sector innovators, and eliminating of the need to manually “clean” and collate data sources, saving crucial public funds.

SharedStreets—through its data standard and platform—eliminates the need for companies to tailor communications and tools on a case-by-case basis for individual cities, and provides access to a global network of leading cities to enable technological advancements. The data standard is hosted on Github, the world’s largest repository of open-source software.

Visit the SharedStreets project online:
SharedStreets.io
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NACTO is an association of 59 major North American cities and nine transit agencies formed to exchange transportation ideas, insights, and practices and cooperatively approach national transportation issues. The organization’s mission is to build cities as places for people, with safe, sustainable, accessible, and equitable transportation choices that support a strong economy and vibrant quality of life.
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